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ABSTRACT  

Traditional methods for wildlife monitoring are labor-intensive and 

time-consuming. Therefore, advanced technologies and remote 

monitoring methods are becoming increasingly popular. This paper 

presents a study on wireless technologies for wildlife monitoring. In the 

study, a review of the literature was done to identify the most commonly 

used wireless technologies. Various technologies were explored 

including unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), Internet of Things (IoT), 

wireless sensor networks (WSNs), artificial intelligence (AI), global 

positioning system (GPS), and very high frequency (VHF) radio. Then, 

a more detailed study was done on WSN technology. Investigations 

were done to observe the performance of routing protocols in WSNs. 

The use of source location privacy (SLP) routing protocols was 

considered for secure wildlife monitoring in areas such as game 

reserves. In such areas, sensor node energy consumption minimization 

and battery lifetime maximization are crucial. Hence, energy-efficient 

SLP protocols are more suitable for deployment. Using MATLAB 

simulation environment, performance analysis of various phantom-

based SLP protocols was done to identify effective and energy-efficient 

SLP protocols. Simulation results show that two-level phantom with a 

backbone route protocol (TBP) and phantom with angle protocol (PAP) 

exhibit advantageous performance features in terms of SLP protection, 

energy efficiency, effective long-term SLP protection, and scalability. 

Thus, TBP and PAP are suitable for deployment in wildlife monitoring 

WSNs.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Illegal wildlife poaching is an international 

problem that threatens biodiversity, 

ecological balance, and ecotourism 

(Razaque et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2020). 

Exploitation of wildlife is highlighted as 

the second greatest threat to global 

diversity (Nijman et al., 2022). Therefore, 

it is important to devise effective 

mechanisms for wildlife protection to 

preserve biodiversity and ecosystems. An 

assessment of the global ecosystem 

services estimated the value of ecosystem 
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services to be 125 billion USD per year 

(Caballero et al., 2017). This indicates that 

conservation of ecosystems is both 

environmentally and economically 

profitable (Caballero et al., 2017; Ibrahim 

et al., 2021). Wildlife protection 

contributes to the United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

which aim to make the world sustainable 

(Isabelle and Westerlund, 2022; Yoshida et 

al., 2019). 

In Razaque et al. (2018) and Yue et al. 

(2021), it was presented that the global 

illegal wildlife trade directly threatens 

biodiversity and leads to disease outbreaks 

and epidemics. Wild animals can become 

virus banks and cause spreading of 

infectious diseases. For example, it was 

suspected that COVID-19 originated from 

wildlife sources (Koh et al., 2021; Yue et 

al., 2021). Also, several epidemiological 

studies suggest that bats or pangolins could 

be the intermediate hosts during virus 

transmission and mutation. Furthermore, 

most new infectious diseases such as 

SARS, Ebola, and MERS were zoonotic 

diseases (Yue et al., 2021). It is believed 

that the outbreak of Ebola was caused by 

the Zaire Ebola virus which may have 

originated from certain species of bats 

(Razaque et al., 2018). Based on academic 

statistics, 60.3% of 335 new infectious 

diseases broke out in the world between the 

year 1940 and 2004, and 71.8% of them 

originated from wild animals (Yue et al., 

2021).  

Despite the significant challenges caused 

by illegal wildlife poaching, wildlife trade 

is on the rise. It was presented in Nijman et 

al. (2022) and Razaque et al. (2018) that a 

lot of wildlife criminal activities and illegal 

sale of wild animals are being conducted 

over the Internet. According to the 2020 

World Wildlife Fund (WWF) report, 

wildlife populations have declined by 68% 

since the year 1970 (Ibrahim et al., 2021). 

The decline in wildlife populations is 

mainly due to their over-consumption by 

poor local people living in or near national 

parks. Thus, poverty is one of the main 

reasons for illegal wildlife hunting by 

locals, who then sell the hunted wildlife at 

high prices as a source of income (Ibrahim 

et al., 2021). 

Illegal hunting of wildlife is a significant 

challenge in Africa. Massawe et al. (2017) 

reported that the reduction in African 

elephant population has been observed 

since the year 1979. In the year 2013 nearly 

450 elephants were killed in Cameroon’s 

national park. Poaching of elephants is also 

a serious problem in countries such as 

Congo, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Mozambique, 

Tanzania, and Kenya (Razaque et al., 

2018). In the case of Tanzania, illegal 

hunting of elephants is a serious problem in 

game reserves such as the Ugalla Game 

Reserve (UGR) (Wilfred, 2020) and Serous 

Game Reserve (Razaque et al., 2018).   

The study in Wilfred (2020) reported that 

more than 160 animals were removed by 

poachers from the UGR between the year 

2007 and 2017. The most hunted animal 

species were common duiker, 

hippopotamus, African elephant, and 

impala. About 70% of the species affected 

by the poaching were hunted primarily for 

bushmeat.  Therefore, a lot of work is being 

done by the Tanzania Wildlife 

Management Authority (TAWA) to ensure 

wildlife protection in UGR. TAWA 

employs rangers as part of their 

contribution to conservation. Anti-

poaching patrols are conducted both on foot 

and in vehicles. However, wildlife 

poaching remains a problem in UGR. 

Therefore, it is important to devise 

sustainable methods to help address the 

challenges of poaching while meeting 

conservation objectives. 

In many cases, law enforcement is the 

predominant method used to promote 

wildlife conservation and reduce the effects 

of wildlife consumption (Wilfred, 2020). 

For example, after it was suspected that 

COVID-19 originated from animals sold in 

a market in Wuhan, China, the Standing 

Committee of the National People’s 

Congress adopted an urgent decision to 

expand the scope of China’s Wildlife 
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Protection Law to ban the consumption of 

almost all wild animals (Koh et al., 2021). 

To effectively address the problem, in 

addition to law enforcement, methods such 

as integrated conservation and 

development are used to provide a balance 

between conservation and poverty 

reduction (Wilfred, 2020). Also, promotion 

of wild animal protection education 

improves the public consciousness of 

protecting wild animals (Razaque et al., 

2018). Furthermore, emerging 

communication technologies are used. It 

was recently presented in Prosekov et al. 

(2022) and Lee et al. (2021) that a 

traditional method such as field survey is 

time-consuming and cost-intensive. Also, 

field surveys require field-skilled experts. 

Moreover, performing a traditional field 

survey can result in dangerous situations, 

such as an encounter with wild animals. 

Therefore, advanced technologies and 

remote monitoring methods are becoming 

increasingly popular in wildlife monitoring 

applications. 

The content of this paper is organized in 

sections. The next section presents a review 

of the literature to identify the most 

commonly used technologies for wildlife 

protection and monitoring. Then, a more 

detailed discussion on the use of Internet of 

Things (IoT) and wireless sensor network 

(WSN) technologies is presented. 

Subsequently, analysis is done to 

investigate the performance of routing 

protocols in WSNs. Some of the important 

parameters to consider when WSNs are 

deployed in remote areas for wildlife 

monitoring are security and source location 

privacy (SLP) protection, energy 

consumption minimization, and battery 

lifetime maximization. This is mainly 

because SLP provides security and location 

privacy protection of the monitored 

animals (Han et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2019; 

Wang et al., 2020). Also, WSNs have 

limited battery lifetime. Therefore, 

reducing the sensor node energy 

consumption and extending the lifetime of 

WSNs is critical (Liu et al., 2019; 

Mutalemwa & Shin, 2021a). 

The study in Wilfred (2020) reported that 

wildlife poaching remains a problem in 

UGR. Therefore, this paper discusses the 

use of IoT and WSN technologies for 

wildlife monitoring in the UGR. It is 

assumed that UGR is a remote area. 

Therefore, sensor node energy 

consumption minimization and battery 

lifetime maximization are crucial. Hence, 

energy-efficient SLP protocols are more 

suitable for deployment in UGR to provide 

long-term monitoring and SLP protection. 

To identify SLP protocols appropriate for 

deployment in UGR, this paper includes a 

section that explains the materials and 

methods used in performance analysis and 

a section that discusses the results. Also, a 

summary of the observations and 

conclusion are presented. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The use of advanced technologies such as 

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), IoT, 

WSNs, and artificial intelligence (AI) 

frameworks enable timely detection and 

deterrence of illegal poaching activities 

(Arshad et al., 2020; Feng et al., 2019; He 

et al., 2016). Several wildlife monitoring 

technologies were discussed in Camal & 

Aksanli (2020) and He et al. (2016). Table 

1 shows a summary of the commonly used 

technologies for wildlife monitoring. Also, 

it highlights various studies that employ the 

technologies. 

Caballero et al. (2017), Nguyen et al. 

(2020), and Prosekov et al. (2022). In 

Caballero et al. (2017), a UAV was 

employed to extract data from an isolated 

multimedia WSN for wildlife monitoring in 

the Amazon rainforest. In Xiaohan et al. 

(2015), IoT technology was considered for 

wildlife monitoring to enable location 

tracking, habitat environment observation, 

and behavior recognition. Other 

technologies were also considered in 

Xiaohan et al. (2015) including sensor 

networks, satellite communications, 
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cellular networks, and mobile access points 

such as UAVs. 

 

Table 1: Wildlife monitoring technologies 

Technology Study 

Integrated camera and 

sensor nodes 

(Chen et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2019; Haucke et al., 2022; Liu 

et al., 2019; Santosh K. et al., 2018; Zualkernan et al., 2022) 

AI 

(Arshad et al., 2020; Dominguez-Morales et al., 2021; Islam & 

Valles, 2020; Jia et al., 2022; Nguyen et al., 2017; Tuia et al., 

2022; Xu et al., 2020; Zualkernan et al., 2022) 

UAV and sensor nodes 

(Bayram et al., 2016; Caballero et al., 2017; Ivanova et al., 

2022; Lee et al., 2021; Nguyen et al., 2020; Prosekov et al., 

2022; Santos et al., 2014; Torabi et al., 2018; Vera-Amaro et 

al., 2020; Xiaohan et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016)  

Satellite 
(Krondorf et al., 2022; Salem et al., 2021; Tuia et al., 2022; 

Wang et al., 2019; Washburn et al., 2022; Xiaohan et al., 2015) 

Multimedia camera 
(Haucke et al., 2022; Islam & Valles, 2020; Nguyen et al., 

2017; Yoshida et al., 2019; Jia et al., 2022) 

IoT 

(Begum et al., 2020; Dulari et al., 2020; Duran-Lopez et al., 

2019; Elias et al., 2017; Ma, 2022; Martin et al., 2021; Mitra 

et al., 2021; Ojo et al., 2021; Ross et al., 2022; Terada et al., 

2019; Wild et al., 2022; Yoshida et al., 2019; Zualkernan et al., 

2022)  

WSN 

(Baig & Shastry, 2023; Camal & Aksanli, 2020; Chen et al., 

2019; Dominguez-Morales et al., 2021; Massawe et al., 2017; 

Naureen et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2016; Vera-Amaro et al., 2020) 

GPS tracking 

(Dominguez-Morales et al., 2021; Lichtenstein & Elkaim, 

2020; Naureen et al., 2020; Santos et al., 2014; Salem et al., 

2021) 

VHF 
(Bayram et al., 2016; He et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2020; 

Santos et al., 2014; Torabi et al., 2018) 

Furthermore, IoT, UAV, and WSN 

technologies were used in Xu et al. (2016) 

to detect locations of endangered species in 

large-scale wildlife areas and monitor 

movement of animals without any attached 

devices. It was shown that UAVs provide 

cost-effective and a flexible platform for 

WSN applications. The UAVs were able to 

play different roles such as actors, sensors, 

and mobile sinks. In Arshad et al. (2020); 

Islam & Valles (2020); Nguyen et al. 

(2017), AI-based frameworks were 

considered. The framework in Nguyen et 

al. (2017) devised an automated animal 

recognition system for wildlife monitoring. 

The system employed advanced digital 

technologies such as camera trapping to 

enable various projects including the 

Snapshot Serengeti project. Between the 

year 2010 and 2013, the project gathered 

millions of images through 225 camera 

traps across the Serengeti national park. 

The camera trapping technology was also 

considered in Islam & Valles (2020) for 

wildlife monitoring in Bastrop County, 

Texas. 

In Santosh et al. (2018), an automated 

system was designed with two microphone 

sound detectors, an ultrasonic sensor, and a 

camera. The microphone sound detectors 

detect the animal sound or motion. Then, it 

turns on the camera and captures the animal 

image. To enable effective monitoring, the 

captured images are stored in memory or 

sent to the operator. In Yoshida et al. 

(2019), an IoT-based wildlife monitoring 

system was designed for rural and 

mountainous areas, in Japan. The system 

consists of cameras and a video collection 

server to capture data in the form of images 
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and videos. Also, it includes IoT platforms 

and cloud servers for IoT services. In Chen 

et al. (2019), WSN-based systems were 

presented for wildlife monitoring to 

prevent wildlife-vehicle collisions when 

wildlife cross roads. The systems contain 

networks of sensors and actuators in order 

to detect wildlife approaching the road and 

to warn the drivers in real-time by means of 

light signal devices. The nodes of the 

network are installed on the road sides in 

and wirelessly interconnected. A remote-

control unit deals with the storage and the 

processing of the collected information. 

The advantages and disadvantages of 

various wildlife monitoring technologies 

were presented in Islam & Valles (2020), 

and Liu et al. (2019). For instance, the use 

of camera trapping technology is gaining 

popularity. It is simple to deploy, flexible 

to operate, and easy to maintain in the field. 

Also, it allows capturing a rich set of 

information about animal appearance, 

actions, biometric features, and reveals the 

direction of the movements. However, 

camera trapping has a limitation that 

manual analysis of the captured image and 

video material is exceptionally 

monotonous, time-consuming, and cost-

intensive. Also, there are many conditions 

that can deteriorate the image quality. In the 

case of satellite tracking, the technology is 

costly and comparatively less durable 

(Islam & Valles, 2020). 

The technique of global positioning system 

(GPS) tracking is mostly effective when 

monitoring larger size mammals or birds 

(Islam & Valles, 2020). In sensor-based 

GPS tracking systems, sensor nodes are 

equipped with a GPS and a tracking collar 

is worn by an animal. The components of 

the sensor-based GPS tracking systems 

have large weight and high deployment 

cost. Also, they have increased energy and 

memory consumptions at the sensor node. 

When the tracking collar is heavy, it can 

significantly affect the movement of the 

animals. It has been recommended that the 

maximum weight of a tracking collar 

should be less than 5% of the body mass of 

the animal that wears the collar (Naureen et 

al., 2020). Therefore, non-GPS (or 

ordinary) sensor nodes are better than GPS-

equipped sensor nodes (Naureen et al., 

2020). In Lichtenstein & Elkaim (2020), 

and Naureen et al. (2020), GPS-based 

tracking technologies were considered. 

Then, (Naureen et al., 2020) designed a 

GPS-less wildlife tracking solution using 

low-cost and lightweight sensor nodes. 

The use of Very High Frequency (VHF) 

radio tracking technology is considered in 

many studies. It is reported that VHF has 

been used for wildlife monitoring for more 

than 50 years (Nguyen et al., 2020). VHF 

requires a user to receive transmissions 

from a VHF transmitter, usually in a collar 

attached to the animal, by using a hand-held 

antenna. The process can be time-

consuming and tedious (Santos et al., 

2014). Also, the performance of VHF can 

be affected by weather conditions (Islam & 

Valles, 2020). To address some of the 

challenges in a VHF system, (Santos et al., 

2014; Torabi et al., 2018) employed UAVs 

to receive transmissions from VHF 

transmitters. The UAVs were enabled with 

a GPS unit. 

  

IoT AND WSNs FOR WILDLIFE 

MONITORING 

 

IoT is an emerging technology that enables 

smart applications. It is a technology that 

connects numerous devices at any time and 

in any place using wireless network and 

services (Butun et al., 2020). Therefore, 

application areas of IoT will increase 

continuously and dramatically for every 

aspect of life. With the diverse installation 

of IoT devices, it is possible to remotely 

sense and act upon situations. IoT enables 

interconnectivity of devices to provide 

access to data which is collected by WSNs. 

To enable the use of IoT and WSNs for 

wildlife monitoring, tracking devices such 

as radio frequency identification (RFID) 

tags are attached to the monitored animals 

(Landaluce et al., 2020). Thus, RFID and 

WSNs are two key enablers of IoT (Behera 
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et al., 2020; Landaluce et al., 2020). RFID 

systems are able to identify and track 

animals, whilst WSNs cooperate to gather 

and provide data from interconnected 

sensor nodes which are deployed in the 

animal habitat. Real world implementation 

examples include monitoring badgers and 

the wildlife crime technology project (Gu et 

al., 2019). 

When WSNs are used in applications such 

as wildlife monitoring, SLP routing 

protocols are used for data transmission 

(Zhang & Zhang, 2022; Gu et al., 2022; 

Kamarei et al., 2020; Mutalemwa & Shin, 

2020c). The use of SLP protocols provides 

security and location privacy protection of 

source nodes against traffic analysis attacks 

(Zhang & Zhang, 2022; Gu et al., 2022; 

Han et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2019; Wang 

et al., 2020). A source node is the sensor 

node that is located at the animal location 

(Zhang & Zhang, 2022; Gu et al., 2022; Jun 

et al., 2014). To report about the animals, 

source nodes sense the animals and 

transmit the sensed data to the sink node. 

Therefore, in scenarios where adversaries 

(illegal hunters) perform traffic analysis 

attacks, SLP protocols are used to 

obfuscate the adversaries (Han et al., 2018; 

Jiang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020). For 

example, in Wang et al. (2019), SLP 

protocols were considered to obfuscate 

adversaries in a WSN which monitors 

precious animals such as pandas, South 

China tigers, and golden monkeys. Pandas 

are a good example of high-value animals 

that need SLP protection. In 2003, a single 

piece of panda fur was sold in Chongqing, 

China for 66,500 USD (Mutalemwa & 

Shin, 2018; Wang et al., 2019). Thus, SLP 

protocols are useful and they should be 

considered when WSNs are deployed for 

wildlife monitoring in UGR.  

There exist many types of SLP protocols 

for deployment in monitoring WSNs 

(Zhang & Zhang, 2022; Gu et al., 2022; 

Han et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2019; Wang 

et al., 2020). In Mutalemwa & Shin 

(2020b), the protocols were classified into 

many categories including phantom-based 

routing protocols, fake packet injection 

protocols, random walk routing protocols, 

ring routing protocols, protocols based on 

ring routing and fake packet injection, and 

protocols based on phantom routing and 

fake packet injection. Other categories of 

SLP protocols include tree-based routing 

protocols, angle-based routing protocols, 

network encoding protocols, directional 

communication protocols, intermediate 

node routing protocols, and cross-layer 

routing protocols. This study focuses on the 

performance features of phantom-based 

SLP protocols. In particular, three 

phantom-based SLP protocols are 

considered. The protocols are; the two-

level phantom with a backbone route 

protocol (TBP) (Mutalemwa & Shin, 

2020b), phantom with fake packet protocol 

(PFP) (Roy et al., 2015), and phantom with 

angle protocol (PAP) (Mutalemwa & Shin, 

2021b). 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

MATLAB network simulation software 

was used to conduct the experiments, 

similar to (Mutalemwa & Shin, 2020a, 

2021a). In the experiments, the 

performance of the protocols was measured 

in terms of SLP protection, energy 

efficiency, and network lifetime. Also, the 

end-to-end delay (EED) was measured. The 

EED is a critical parameter because it 

indicates the reliability of the protocols. 

When packets are transmitted with low 

EED, the packet delivery reliability of the 

protocol is improved. The performance of 

TBP, PFP, and PAP was investigated. 

The network and adversary models are 

explained as follows. It is assumed that the 

WSN model is employed on the target field 

to monitor animal activities. Also, 

adversary uses a spectrum analyzer to 

perform traffic analysis attacks. Therefore, 

adversary is able to back trace the packet 

routes in the WSN (Wang et al., 2020). 

Eventually, it can find the location of the 

source node (SN) which is located at the 

animal location. Thus, the main function of 
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the TBP, PFP, and PAP protocols is to 

obfuscate the adversary (Han et al., 2018; 

Jiang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020). 

Figure 1 shows an illustration of the WSN 

for wildlife monitoring.  

 

Wireless Sensor Network Model for 

Simulation 

 

The WSN model is adopted from (Jun et 

al., 2014; Wang et al., 2020; Mutalemwa & 

Shin, 2021a, 2020b). The WSN is deployed 

to continuously monitor activities and 

locations of the animals. The network is 

event-triggered. A source node (SN) senses 

an animal then it sends packets periodically 

to the sink node using a SLP routing 

protocol. The sensor nodes and animals are 

randomly distributed in the WSN domain. 

The probability of each sensor node to 

monitor the animals is equal, and the 

probability of generating data to the sink is 

equal. The sensor nodes employ multi-hop 

communication for energy conservation. 

During the network deployment an

 

Figure 1: Illustration of a WSN for wildlife monitoring. 

 

configuration phase, network initialization 

process is done for localization of the sensor 

nodes as shown in Jun et al. (2014), Wang et 

al. (2020), Mutalemwa & Shin (2021a), 

(2020b). 

 

Adversary Model for Simulation 

The adversary model is adopted from 

(Mutalemwa & Shin, 2020b, 2021a). The 

adversary is equipped with spectrum 

analyzers to enable traffic analysis attacks 

(Jun et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019; Wang et 

al., 2020). It is initially residing in the 

neighborhood of the sink node. It is capable 

of localizing an immediate sender node when 

a packet is received from a node within the 

adversary hearing range. It performs a hop-

by-hop back tracing attack towards the source 

node, until it locates the source node which is 

located at the animal location. After the 

adversary arrives at the source node location, 

it can capture the animal (Zhang & Zhang, 

2022; Gu et al., 2022). The adversary is 

cautious. Thus, it has computational power to 

 

Adversary (Hunter)

Sink node

SN1

SN2

User

Internet or Satellite 
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Sensor node
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limit its waiting time at any immediate sender 

node. To avoid being noticed or caught by the 

network administrator, the adversary does not 

interfere with the proper functioning of the 

network. Thus, adversary avoids actions such 

as modifying packets, altering the routing 

paths, or destroying the sensor devices (Jun et 

al., 2014). 

 

Network Simulation Environment 

MATLAB simulation environment was used 

to simulate a WSN. In the initial experiments, 

network parameters similar to the ones used 

in  Mutalemwa & Shin (2021a) were 

assumed. Then, considering a significantly 

large game reserve such as UGR, the network 

side length was increased to 5000 m and 6000 

sensor nodes were randomly distributed in the 

network. Good network coverage was 

achieved when the sensor node 

communication range was set to 70 m. It is 

important to note that the assumed size of 

WSN is significantly smaller than the size of 

UGR. Therefore, during implementation, the 

network administrator should consider 

different configurations according to the 

target area. The adversary hearing range was 

set to 70 m, similar to the sensor node 

communication range, to ensure the adversary 

performs hop-by-hop back tracing attack. The 

cautious adversary waiting timer was set to 4 

source packets to increase the chances of 

overhearing transmission of consecutive 

packets. The network simulation parameters 

are summarized in Table 2. The adversary 

hearing range was set similar to the sensor 

node communication range to ensure 

adversary performs hop-by-hop back tracing 

attack. To improve the accuracy of the 

simulation results, simulations were run for 

500 iterations and average values were 

considered. Similar to (Gu et al., 2019; 

Mutalemwa & Shin, 2021a), the security and 

privacy performance of the protocols were 

analyzed using path diversity, safety time, and 

capture ratio metrics. The energy efficiency of 

the protocols was measured using the energy 

ratio metric. Furthermore, the network 

lifetime and EED were measured.  

For comparative analysis, the baseline 

phantom single-path routing protocol (PSP) 

was included in the performance analysis. In 

the PSP, packets are sent from the source 

nodes to the sink node through less random 

routing paths. Also, the routing paths are 

relatively short. Consequently, the adversary 

is not effectively obfuscated and PSP 

achieves low levels of SLP protection 

(Mutalemwa & Shin, 2021a). 

 

Table 2: Network simulation parameters 

Parameter Value 

Network side length  (m) 5000 

Number of nodes 6000 

Sensor node communication range (m) 70 

Adversary hearing range (m) 70 

Adversary waiting timer (source packets) 4 
Adversary initial location In the vicinity of the sink node 
Target monitoring scheme k-nearest neighbor tracking 
Packet size (bit) 1024 
Source packet rate (packet/second) 1 
Sensor node initial energy (J) 0.5 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Path Diversity (PD)  

 

PD signifies the presence of route variation 

where successive packets from a source node 

(SN) follow different routing paths that are 

created between the SN and sink node 

(Mutalemwa & Shin, 2021a).  High PD 

improves the adversary obfuscation effect, 

increases the complexity of the back-tracing 

attack, reduces the attack success rate of the 

adversary, and improves the security of the 

monitored animals. Therefore, high PD 

corresponds to high levels of SLP protection. 

The PD is measured by counting the number 

of alternative packet routes that are created 

between a SN and sink node (Mutalemwa & 

Shin, 2021a). In the simulations, PD was 

observed under varied sensor node density. 

The number of sensor nodes was varied 

between 6000 and 9000. Figure 2 shows the 

PD of the protocols. It shows that TBP and 

PAP achieve high PD. 

 

 
 
Figure 2:  Path diversity under varied number of 

sensor nodes. 

 

to outperform the baseline PSP protocol. The 

PD of TBP is high and it increases at a fast 

rate. This is mainly because TBP employs two 

levels of phantom nodes. To route packets, a 

random first-level phantom node is selected 

then packets are routed from SN to the 

selected first-level phantom node. Thereafter, 

a random second-level phantom node is 

selected then packets are routed from the first-

level phantom node to the selected second-

level phantom node. Furthermore, TBP 

selects new phantom nodes and backbone 

route for each successive packet routing. As a 

result, the route variation is high and high PD 

is achieved. 

The PD in PAP is high because it employs a 

dynamic phantom node selection algorithm. 

PAP generates three candidate phantom nodes 

for each SN. Similar to TBP, PAP selects a 

new phantom node for each successive packet 

routing. As a result, the PD is higher than in 

PFP and PSP. The PD of PFP is low because 

the phantom node selection process of PFP is 

less random. Rather than generating random 

phantom nodes, PFP focuses on distributing 

fake packet traffic to obfuscate the adversary. 

Figure 2 also shows that the PD of the 

protocols tends to increase with the increase in 

number of sensor nodes. This is mainly 

because when a large number of sensor nodes 

is available, it generates a larger set of 

candidate phantom nodes for each SN. As a 

result, a greater number of routing paths is 

created using larger set of phantom nodes and 

the PD improves. However, for PFP, the PD 

improves at a slow rate. 

 

Safety Period (SP)  

 

SP is the time required for the adversary to 

back trace the packet routes and successfully 

locate the source node (Jun et al., 2014). 

Longer SP corresponds to high levels of SLP 

protection (Gu et al., 2019; Mutalemwa & 

Shin, 2021a). Thus, long SP indicates 

increased adversary obfuscation effect and 

strong security of the monitored animals. The 

SP is measured by counting the number of 

hops during the adversary back tracing attack 

(Mutalemwa & Shin, 2021a).  

In the experiments, SP was measured at 

different source-sink distances. Figure 3 

shows the SP of the protocols. It is shown that 

TBP, PFP, and PAP achieve longer SP to 

outperform the baseline PSP protocol. TBP 

and PAP achieve long SP mainly because they 

achieve high PD. For a successful back 

tracing attack, the adversary needs to intercept 

many packets. When the PD is high, it takes 

longer for the adversary to detect a great 

number of packets to intercept. Thus, high PD 

improves the adversary obfuscation effect, 

increases the complexity of the back-tracing 
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attack, and reduces the attack success rate of 

the adversary. As a result, the adversary 

requires long time to successfully back trace 

the packet routes and long SP is achieved. 

 

 

Figure 3: Safety period under varied source-sink 

distance. 

 

Furthermore, Figure 3 shows that PFP is able 

to achieve long SP to outperform the other 

protocols. This is due to the fact that in 

addition to using phantom nodes, PFP 

distributes a considerable amount of fake 

packet traffic around the source node and 

phantom nodes. The fake packets are identical 

to the real source node packets. Consequently, 

during back tracing attack, the adversary 

detects both real and fake packets and finds it 

difficult to identify the exact immediate 

sender node of the real packets. Also, the 

adversary is tricked into back tracing the fake 

packet routes. As a result, adversary is steered 

away from the location of the real source 

node. Therefore, the back-tracing attack is 

made more complex and longer SP is 

achieved by PFP. Figure 3 also shows that SP 

of the protocols tends to increase with the 

increase in source-sink distance. The increase 

in SP is due to the fact that PD improves with 

the increase in source-sink distance. Thus, 

when the distance between the source node 

and sink is long, the adversary obfuscation 

effect improves and the back-tracing attack 

becomes more complex. As a result, the SP 

improves. These results suggest that the 

protocols are able to provide higher levels of 

SLP protection when the monitored animals 

are located at a long distance from the sink 

node. 

 

Capture ratio (CR) 

 

CR is the ratio between the number of 

experiments where the adversary ends in 

locating the source node and the total number 

of experiments. To locate the source node, 

adversary must back trace the packet routes 

and reach at the location of the source node. 

Thus, the adversary must co-locate with the 

source node. To compute CR, Equation (1) 

was assumed. Low CR corresponds to high 

levels of SLP protection. 

𝐶𝑅 =
𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑁

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
  

    (1) 

 

Details of Equation (1) are available in 

Mutalemwa & Shin  (2021a). To observe the 

scalability of the protocols, CR was measured 

under varied network size. The network side 

length was varied between 5000 and 7000 m. 

Source nodes were assumed at source-sink 

distance of 40 hops. Figure 4 shows the 

experiment results. It shows that TBP, PFP, 

and PAP achieve low CR to outperform the 

PSP protocol. TBP and PAP achieve low CR 

mainly because they achieve high PD. PFP 

achieves low CR because it distributes a 

considerable amount of fake packet traffic to 

obfuscate the adversary. It is also shown that 

the CR of TBP and PAP tend to decrease 

when network side length is increased while 

the CR of PFP and PSP incur insignificant 

change. In the experiments, the sink node was 

fixed at the center of the network and the 

location of phantom nodes remained the same 

despite the increase in network size. 

Therefore, for PFP and PSP, the routing path 

configurations remained the same and CR did 

not change. In the case of TBP, since the sink 

node was fixed at the center of the network, 

the distance between the sink node and 
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phantom nodes increased with the increase in 

network side length. 

 
 

Figure 4: Capture ratio under varied network 

side length. 

 

This is mainly because TBP locates the 

phantom nodes in the network border regions. 

Therefore, the distance between the source 

nodes, phantom nodes, and sink node 

increased with the increase in length. As a 

result, the routing paths became longer, the 

PD improved, and the CR of TBP was 

reduced. 

Similarly, the CR of PAP tends to decrease 

with the increase in network size. This is 

mainly because PAP generates phantom 

regions which increase in size as the network 

size increases. Therefore, as the network size 

increases, the number of candidate phantom 

nodes increases, the routing paths become 

more dynamic to improve the PD, and the CR 

is reduced.  

 

Attack Success Rate (ASR) 

 ASR is the measure of the rate of source node 

traceability when the adversary is back 

tracing against routing paths of a SLP routing 

protocol (Mutalemwa & Shin, 2020b). It is 

computed by counting the number of 

successful adversary attempts. Low ASR 

corresponds to high levels of SLP protection. 

The ASR of the adversary was observed under 

varied source packet rate. The source nodes 

were randomly positioned at a source-sink 

distance of 38 hops. The source node packet 

rate was varied between 1 and 4 

packet/second. Figure 5 shows the experiment 

results. It is shown that the ASR for all the 

protocols tends to increase when the source 

packet rate is increased. The main reason for 

the increase in ASR is that, when more 

packets are generated per second, the amount 

of packet traffic is increased. 

 
 

Figure 5: Attack success rate under varied 

source packet rate. 

 

 As a result, the adversary is able to capture an 

increased amount of successive packets 

within the specified waiting timer. Thus, at 

higher data rates, the adversary is capable of 

capturing enough number of successive 

packets to allow the adversary to make 

successful back tracing attacks. 

Consequently, the ASR increases. Figure 5 

also shows that the ASR for PFP increases at 

a slow rate. This is due to the fact that PFP 

employs fake packet traffic to steer the 

adversary away from the real source node. As 

a result, adversary captures both real and fake 

packets and the back tracing attack remains 

complex. Hence, adversary makes less 

significant progress towards the real source 

node and ASR improves at a slow rate. 

 

Energy Efficiency (ER) 

The ER parameter was used to measure the 

energy efficiency of the protocols. ER is the 

ratio of the energy that is consumed by the 

sensor nodes in 600 rounds to the total energy 

(Mutalemwa & Shin, 2021a). Low ER 

corresponds to high energy efficiency. 

The energy consumption of the sensor nodes 

was computed using the energy consumption 

model in Behera et al. (2020), Jun et al. 
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(2014), and Mutalemwa & Shin (2021a). 

Source nodes were assumed at different 

source-sink distances and packets were sent 

from source nodes to sink node. The ER was 

measured under varied source node packet 

rate. Figure 6 shows the ER of TBP, PFP, 

PAP, and PSP. It shows that PFP has the 

highest ER. The high ER of PFP is mainly 

because PFP generates a significant amount 

of fake packet traffic to obfuscate the 

adversary. When large amount of packet 

traffic is distributed in the network, the sensor 

nodes consume more energy to transmit the 

packet traffic. Consequently, the energy 

consumption of the sensor nodes and ER 

increase.  

On the other hand, TBP, PAP, and PSP do not 

distribute fake packet traffic. Therefore, the 

ER of TBP, PAP, and PSP is lower than ER 

of PFP. However, the ER of TBP is higher 

than ER of PAP because TBP employs a two-

level phantom routing algorithm. Thus, the 

routing paths in TBP are longer than in PAP. 

Therefore, packets in TBP are routed through 

long hop distances. Each hop consumes some 

energy. Consequently, TBP incurs high ER. 

The ER of PSP is low because the routing 

paths of PSP are relatively short. Figure 6 also 

shows that the ER of the protocols tends to 

increase with the increase in source packet 

rate. 

 

Figure 6: Energy efficiency of the protocols. 

 

This is caused by the fact that when the packet 

rate is increased, more packets are generated 

per second. Therefore, energy consumption of 

the sensor nodes increases, resulting in high 

ER. Based on the results in Figure 6, it shows 

that PAP is more energy efficient than PFP 

and TBP. 

 

Network Lifetime 

 Network lifetime is the period between the 

start of the network operation and the first 

sensor node power outage (Jun et al., 2014; 

Mutalemwa & Shin, 2021a). 

The network lifetime model in Jun et al. 

(2014) was used to compute the network 

lifetime. It was observed that ER and network 

lifetime are contradictory, especially for 

sensor nodes in the near-sink regions. When 

ER is high in the near-sink regions, the 

network lifetime is limited. Figure 7 shows 

that TBP, PFP, and PAP incur shorter network 

lifetime than PSP. The network lifetime of 

PFP is limited mainly because the ER of PFP 

is high. It is also shown that the network 

lifetime decreases with the increase in source 

node packet rate. This is because the ER 

increases with the increase in packet rate as 

shown in Figure 6. 

 
 
Figure 7: Network lifetime of the protocols. 

 

Safety period reliability (RSP) 

RSP is the probability that the achieved SP is 

greater than or equal to the minimum required 

SP (Mutalemwa & Shin, 2021a). The RSP was 

computed using Equation (2).  

𝑅𝑆𝑃 = {
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑒∆𝑆𝑃 ≥ 1
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

         (2) 
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The parameter ∆SP represents the difference 

between the SP that is achieved by the 

protocols and the required SP according to the 

application-specific requirements 

(Mutalemwa & Shin, 2021a). More details of 

Equation (2) are available in Mutalemwa & 

Shin  (2021a).  

In the experiments, RSP was observed for the 

mission duration of 1800 rounds. The source 

packet rate was fixed at 1 packet/second. 

Similar to (Mutalemwa & Shin, 2021a), it was 

assumed that the minimum   required SP was 

140 hops. Figure 8 shows the RSP of the 

protocols. It is shown that the baseline PSP 

protocol is not able to provide the RSP. 

Furthermore, it is shown that PAP and TBP 

are able to provide RSP for long mission 

durations while PFP achieves short-term RSP. 

PAP is the only protocol that is able to provide 

RSP beyond 1500 rounds. PFP achieve short-

term RSP mainly because it incurs high ER and 

low energy efficiency. Beyond 1000 rounds, 

many of the sensor nodes in PFP incur power 

outage and the number of active sensor nodes 

is reduced. Consequently, fewer sensor nodes 

participate in the packet routing process and 

the amount of fake packet traffic is reduced. 

Therefore, the adversary obfuscation effect is 

reduced and the required SP is not achieved. 

The results indicate that although PFP is able 

to achieve high levels of SLP protection as 

 
Figure 8: Safety period reliability of the 

protocols. 

 

 shown in Figure 3, due to low energy 

efficiency, PFP may be less practical when 

effective long-term SLP protection and RSP 

are required.  

End-to-end Delay (EED) 

  

EED is the time taken for a packet to be 

transmitted across the network from a source 

node to the destination sink node (Mutalemwa 

& Shin, 2020b). Equation (3) was used to 

compute the EED.  

𝐸𝐸𝐷 =
∑  (𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑖

𝑃𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑖

𝑖=1
− 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖

)

𝑃𝑅𝑒𝑐
        (3) 

In the equation, TRec is the time when a data 

packet is received by the sink node. TTrans is 

the time when a data packet is transmitted by 

a source node. PRec is the total number of data 

packets received at the destination sink node 

(Mutalemwa & Shin, 2020a). 

Figure 9 shows the EED of the protocols. In 

the experiments, source nodes were assumed 

at various source-sink distances. The source 

packet rate was fixed at 1 packet/second. It is 

shown that the EED tends to increase with the 

increase in source-sink distance. This is 

mainly due to the fact that increased number 

of packet forwarding instances (hops) occur 

 
 

Figure 9: End-to-end delay of the protocols. 

 

 when the source-sink distance is long. Each 

hop involves some delay. Consequently, the 

EED increases with the increase in source-

sink distance. TBP employs the longest 

routing paths because it locates the second-

level phantom nodes in the network border 

regions. As a result, the EED of TBP is longer 

than the EED of the other protocols. However, 

the EED of PFP is longer when the source-

sink distance is longer than 40 hops. This is 

due to the fact that PFP distributes a large 

amount of fake packet traffic. Consequently, 
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PFP incurs an increased number of packet 

collision, packet loss, and packet 

retransmission events. The EED increases 

when packet retransmission events occur for 

source nodes at long source-sink distances. 

Furthermore, PFP incurs long EED because it 

involves more computations during the route 

creation process.  

 

SUMMARY OF THE OBSERVATIONS 

 

Table 3 presents a summary of the 

observations from the simulation results 

above. It shows that for each protocol, there 

are some performance gains and limitations. 

Considering the location and size of UGR as 

shown in Wilfred (2020), it is assumed that 

scalability and energy efficiency are 

important parameters. Energy efficiency of 

the protocols is important to enable long 

network lifetime and effective long-term 

wildlife monitoring. Also, a protocol with 

good scalability is more practical because 

UGR is significantly large in size. Thus, based 

on the observations, TBP and PAP present 

practical performance features. To select 

between TBP and PAP, the network 

administrator may have to consider that TBP 

provides higher levels of SLP protection than 

PAP at a cost of reduced energy efficiency 

and increased EED. 

 
 

Table 3: Summary of the observations 

Protocol Performance gains Limitations 

PFP 
• Significantly high levels of SLP 

protection. 

• Low energy efficiency. 

• Limited network lifetime 

• Short-term RSP. 

• Poor scalability. 

• Long EED. 

TBP 

• High levels of SLP protection. 

• Good scalability. 

• Better energy efficiency and network 

lifetime than PFP. 

• Provides RSP for longer mission duration 

than PFP. 

• Long EED. 

PAP 

• High levels of SLP protection. 

• Good scalability. 

• Better energy efficiency and network 

lifetime than PFP and TBP. 

• Provides RSP for longer mission duration 

than PFP and TBP. 

• EED is better than in PFP and TBP. 

• Level of SLP is lower than in 

PFP and TBP. 

PSP 

• High energy efficiency and long 

network lifetime. 

• Low EED. 

• Level of SLP is significantly 

lower than in PFP and TBP. 

• Poor scalability. 

CONCLUSION 

The exploitation of wildlife is highlighted as 

the second greatest threat to global diversity. 

Therefore, it is important to devise effective 

mechanisms for wildlife protection. 

Traditional methods for wildlife protection 

are labor-intensive, time-consuming, and less 

practical. Hence, advanced technologies and 

remote monitoring techniques are becoming 

increasingly popular for wildlife protection. 

In this study, it is observed that advanced 

technologies such as UAVs, VHF, GPS 

tracking, camera trapping, IoT, and WSNs 

present effective mechanisms for wildlife 

monitoring. SLP protection, sensor node 

energy consumption minimization, and 

network lifetime maximization are important 

parameters when SLP protocols in WSNs are 
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deployed to monitor wildlife in remote areas 

such as UGR. Simulation results show that 

the TBP and PAP protocols present 

advantageous performance features. 

Moreover, the simulation results indicate that 

TBP provides higher levels of SLP protection 

than PAP at a cost of reduced energy 

efficiency and network lifetime. Thus, PAP is 

better than TBP in terms of energy efficiency 

and network lifetime, and it is viable for long-

term wildlife monitoring.   
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